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HADOOP: A SOLUTION TO BIG DATA PROBLEMS
Dr. Rohit Kumar1, Priti Rani Rajvanshi2 and Dr. Manju Gupta3
Assistant Professor and Academic Dean3, Information Technology, Institute of Management Studies, Noida
1,2

ABSTRACT
Enormous information is an accumulation of expansive data sets that incorporate distinctive sorts, for example,
organized, unstructured and semi organized information. This information can be produced from various
sources like online networking, sounds, pictures, log records, sensor information, value-based applications,
web and so on. To prepare or examine this large measure of information or extricating important data is a
testing assignment nowadays. Enormous information surpasses the preparing capacity of conventional
database to catch, oversee, and handle the voluminous measure of data. In this paper I first present the general
foundation of big data followed by emphasis on hadoop framework utilizing map reduce calculation which give
the environment to actualize application in circulated environment and it can fit for taking care of hub
disappointment.
Keywords: Big data, Database, Hadoop, Framework
INTRODUCTION
Huge information is a term for information sets that are so extensive or complex that conventional information
preparing applications are insufficient. Challenges incorporate examination, capture, information curation, look,
sharing, storage, exchange, questioning, perception, re-designing and data protection. An example of big data
may be 1024 terabytes of data restriction of trillions of records of a huge number of individuals from various
sources like mobile data, websites, social media, web servers, online transactions and so on. Innovation is such
a great amount being used that we are in a period that we can make sense of about human conduct through the
examination and forecast of the information produced.
CHARACTERISTICS OF BIG DATA: As the data is too big and comes in various forms from different
sources, it is summarized by the following five components:
Volume: Big records implies huge volumes of facts. Earlier it was data created by employees. Now that
information is created by machines, systems and human communication with frameworks the amount of data to
be analyzed is huge.
Now emails, photos, monitoring devices, videos, PDFs, audio, etc. are unusual facts sources.
Velocity: Big Data Velocity deals with the speed at which data flows in, from sources such as machines,
business processes, networks and human interaction with social media sites, cellular phones, etc. The flow of
data is massive and continuous
Veracity: This refers to the noise, biases and abnormality in data. Veracity in data analysis is the major
challenge when debated to things like volume and velocity.
Validity: Like big data veracity is the issue of validity, whether the data is correct and accurate for the further
use. Visually valid data is the key for making the correct decisions.
Complexity: It is a significant undertaking to connection, coordinate, wash down and change information
crosswise over frameworks coming from various sources. Associating connections, pecking orders and
numerous data linkages are also important, data can quickly spiral out of control.
Hadoop
With the industrial revolution of data, gigantic measure of information is created .with the rise of organizations
the information which was limited to couple of gigabytes has now gone past petabytes into zetta bytes.
Technology is such a great amount being used that we are in a period that we can make sense of about human
conduct through the investigation and expectation of the information generated .Data is produced through
machine
Variety: Variety refers to the many sources and both types of data, structured and unstructured. We store data
from sources such as spreadsheets and databases. Sensors, GPS, bill, connections. Rise of new information
sources has gone so high that the capacity abilities have fell short .The traditional data warehouses are limited to
RDBMS idea which could deal with a greater amount of the structured data yet when in this period when we the
data is producing every which way adaptable unstructured information stockpiles NoSQL databases are the new
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crush of the business. The measure of unstructured information produced would we be able to make sense of by
the way that consistently 1 lakh new clients are enrolled on facebook 5 billion cellular telephones are in client in
2010, 30 billion new pieces of constant is made or shared on Facebook. "Bigdata" refers to datasets whose size
is beyond the capacity of regular database programming softwares tools to capture, store, oversee, and examine.
Presently the business is in understanding these produced figures by examination and forecast of various
parameters. Datawarehouses are likewise an essential part with regards. Big data can be implemented on both
expository structured (DBMS) and unstructured (NoSQL) databases. Big data is an asset when it comes to
analyse the data in motion or stream processing. Most of the big firms generate large amounts of data. With the
coming to cloud models that consolidate sound data storage companies are Processing huge information. This
immense produced information is a hardware data storage issue as well as on document framework plan,
outlining implementation, IO Processing and versatility issue. To satisfy the necessities of the information
produced information stockpiling has Essentially moved forward. However, HDD information access has not
enhanced that much. Thus the fundamental issues with this rise of information are especially where to store this
tremendous information or the capacity limits issue. Further imperative factors take in the complex bandwidth
and the dependability. Reliability refers to the output if any not favorable condition materializes which can lead
to the loss of important data and in turn leads to the flaw in analysis of the system. Thus a backup of the data
stored should always be present to cope up with the situations of data los risks. Another main concept is of
network bandwidth. Accordingly capacity, computation, reliability, bandwidth issues are a portion of the big
data issues which the modern IT industry is facing. Yes Hadoop framework can be a best framework which can
furnish with these features and other extra components which could end up being a benefit for the business. In
this paper we would be discussing in detail the methodology by which the Hadoop frame work helps in
achieving the above discussed challenges. Apache Software Foundation hosts Hadoop, an open source project.
It includes small sub projects which belong to distributed computing infrastructure. It mainly consists of:
I. Programming Paradigm (Map Reduce)
ii. File System (The Hadoop File System ) Architecture and Functioning
Map Reduce: The analysis part of the Hadoop framework is overseen by the mrv1 structure. It is a programming
model created by google. It deals with the rule of divide, sort, merge, join. It was worked with the point of
group preparing and parallel processing. It is common for the specially appointed query, web look indexing,
Log handling. From business aspect, the primary target of MapReduce is profound information investigation in
view of which the expectation is done watching the examples. It contains two capacities, to examine the
extensive unstructured datasets, the "Mappers" and the "Reducers". Both of the "Mappers" and the
"Reducers" are client characterized functions.The model depends on parallel programming and the datasets are
parallely prepared on the diverse hubs of the cluster. Map and Reduce capacities are accessible in dialects, for
example, LISPA .A side from the map and decrease work additionally contains the partitioner and the combiner
capacities. Clients of MapReduce are permitted to determine the quantity of reducer assignments they crave as
per which the information gets divided among these errands through the apportioning capacity. There is
additionally a combiner capacity; the combiner capacity is executed on each hub that performs map function.it
consolidates the neighborhood circle information before moving it to the network.The component for
MapReduce is as basically divide and conquer, the main program is initiated and an input dataset is taken and
according to the job requirement the master program initiates the various notes for map and reduce purposes,
once the input reader is initialized to stream the data from the datasets the input reader breaks file into many
tiny blocks and maps them to the nodes which are assigned mapper nodes. As told above the map and reduce
functions are defined by the user, thus in the mapper nodes the user map function is executed and based on this
{key, value} pairs are created , the results generated by the mappers is not simply written to the disk, some
sorting is done for the efficiency reasons. Map assignments have roundabout memory cushion in which it stores
the output, by default its ability is 100 MB, it can change progressively to the size, when the limit size achieves
80%, a foundation string will begin to spill the substance of thread. Map squares until the spill is complete.
Before keeping in touch with the circle individual sorting is done on the sets created now the as of now started
"Reducer" hubs comes enthusiastically. All the sorted information are sent to the reducer hubs by the partioner
function here it gathers the same keyvalue things and the client given decrease capacity and totals result as an
aggregate entity. Partion and combiner capacity is connected on the yield of the sort result so that there is less
information to be composed onto the
Disk.The delivered result is gathered by yield peruser and subsequently the parallel preparing ends. Design of
MapReduce comprises of Jobtracker and various trackers. Work tracker goes about as the expert and the
undertaking trackers go about as the slaves. Jobtracker sits onto the Namenode and the tasktracker sits on the
corresponding Data nodes .At the point when the undertaking is being submitted to the Name node and the
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employment tracker is being educated about the info, by means of pulse convention it checks for the free spaces
in the errand tracker and allocates map task to the free task trackers. Map tasks track information from the parts
utilizing record peruser and info design and conjure map work and accordingly a key worth pair is produced in
the memory support. When all the task trackers are finished with the map task the memory cradle is flushed to
the nearby plate inside map node with a record and the keyvalue combine the guide hubs report to the
Jobtracker and the Jobtracker begins telling the decrease undertaking hubs of the group for the following stride
which is the lessen errand. The concerned diminish hubs download the records (list and key value pair) from the
individual map node. Presently the lessen hubs peruses the downloaded document include the user defined
decrease capacity and that gives the total key worth pair. Each decrease assignments are single strung. The yield
of every reducer undertaking is composed to HDFS impermanent document. When all reduce tasks are done the
impermanent record is consequently renamed to definite document name.
HDFS: The maximum data that can be stored or read was 512bytes in traditional blocks, later the file systems
blocks were available which could facilitate few kilobytes with the current volume of data it is next to
impossible to store or analyse this terabytes or zettabytes data over a distributed network using traditional
system. It is a Hadoop data storage framework applied on the commodity hardware. HDFS blocks can
accommodate a few 68-128 MB. Block extraction in HDFS is easy like replication of blocks is at block level
rather than file level. HDFS is created keeping MapReduce in mind. HDFS represents a disseminated document
framework that is intended to store immensely extensive datasets and in the meantime high throughput to get to
datasets. HDFS contains numerous racks which are mounted by a huge number of servers and with every server
a great many hubs are connected so the likelihood of the disappointment of the equipment is at its peak. So the
Hadoop configuration ought to be impervious to the adaptation to internal failure, have high throughput for
information spilling.
ARCHITECTURE
HDFS keep running on GNU/Linux working framework and is built in java. HDFS deals with the standard of
expert/slave engineering. It comprises of a Namenode which is one of a kind for the entire bunch; there is an
optional Namenode which goes about as a checkpoint. Rest every one of the hubs of bunch are said to be the
Datanodes these go about as the slaves. Namenode goes about as the expert educating the Datanodes to perform
operations. At the point when an expansive dataset is set to go into put away in HDFS the vast record is part
into various hinders, these squares can live of the same document are put away on various hubs of the cluster
,each piece put away is put away as a record on the nearby record framework. HDFS keeps up a single
namespace for the disseminated document system, this namespace is kept up in the Namenode,since the blocks
are appropriated over the group and the Datanode store in the neighborhood record framework, this record
framework tree and the metadata and directories in the trees is additionally kept up in the Namenode. This
information is powerful in nature.Name hub comprises of 2 records for putting away every one of these
information which are FSImage and the alter log respectively. FSimage stores information square document
mapping and file system properties while the alter log comprise of all the progressions done to the document
system, all the alterations to pieces are subjected to the editlog. For the best possible working of HDFS the most
critical thing is the expert the Namenode if the Namenode comes up short the HDFS gets to be obsolete,it ought
to be all through functional ,if it fizzles there could be enormous dataloss since HDFS is utilized by monstrous
datasets. In spite of the fact that we can't completely control the Namenode disappointment yet we can minimize
its impact by having checkpoints. We have auxiliary name hub for it which consolidates the fSI picture and the
alter log occasionally, when the metadata from the Namenode is put away on the neighborhood plate it is
likewise mounted onto N mountpoints pretty much as a reinforcement. These CPU concentrated consolidation
exercises are on the different framework. In the event that at any minute the Namenode comes up short then the
fsi picture from the mounted locales is grabbed and it keeps running as the essential Namenode. This is the
means by which optional Namenodes can be vital .The working of HDFS is kept exceptionally basic and
element, when the framework begins the framework is in a nonpartisan state sitting tight for the information
hubs to send data about the empty pieces so that the name hub can relegate the square to Datanode, through
pulse convention and square reports the name not get these messages taking into account which the Namenode
distributes the diverse information lumps to the distinctive information hubs. If Namenode fails optional hub
goes about as the Namenode as talked about before. After this the Namenode chips away at the piece replication
if any less replication is done than the replication component it works for it until it satisfies. As the Namenode
boots the FsImage and the editlog are accessed from the neighborhood plate and all the editlog exchanges are
mapped into existing FsImage along these lines making new FsImage document, in the mean time the old
editlog is flushed, that is the manner by which it is alterable.
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Reliability: An extraordinary quality which the Hadoop structure persevere is that when the info document is to
store in HDFS outline work it experiences the part of the substantial dataset into littler pieces. The pieces of
information are reproduced over various hubs of the bunch.
Replication is done on the information hub level. Replication component is presented which is the quantity of
imitations accessible of the same square. This gives adaptation to internal failure, foreg. In the event that a rack
fizzles then all the comparing hubs to that fall flat so by replication we have the same information obstruct over
different squares in this manner we can get to the required information piece expanding unwavering quality.
Replication over the same hub is kept away from on the grounds that replication or reinforcement over same
hub is of no utilization since a hub fall flat its move down is additionally gone in this manner Hadoop utilizes
replication around various hubs of the bunch. Additionally the optional Namenode which is the back of the
essential Namenode as talked about before conveys the reinforcement of the FsImage and editlog to go about as
essential name hub if the primary Namenode fails. This guarantees the reliability quality of the Hadoop system.
High performance: Another worry in the appropriated system is the Network Bandwidth. Yes, Hadoop is the
answer for Bandwidth compel too .Since the Hadoop utilizes a greater amount of the neighborhood information.
This can be comprehended by this illustration that while replication if the Hadoop has a replication variable 3
(most unmistakable case) then it implies it will spare three of its replication duplicates on the hubs.
Diagrams: Hadoop structure which comprises of two primary systems which are the MapReduce system and
The Hadoop Distributed File System are interlinked . Mapreduce is chiefly for the process or examination part
which is the heart of the Big Data Analysis. Both of these intra Frameworks are highly depended on each other.
Master Slave design exists in the Hadoop.The information document is divided into numerous pieces and is
saved money on various nodes(data nodes),the replication of these squares( to expand the reliablity if there
should be an occurrence of any mishap) is additionally on the same or different tracks remembering minization
of system data transfer capacity use. The jobtracker sits over the namenode information record is being sent to
the namenode which partitions and the document pieces are saved money on the Datanodes this is the capacity
area, if there should be an occurrence of any perused or compose operation the job tracker (master) on the
namenode requests that the assignment trackers do the mapper and the reducers undertakings separately this is
the calculation part of the Hadoop.

Figure1.1 [12]
CONCLUSION
Maximum measure of industry produced information is unstructured. Regardless of the possibility that it is
organized it is huge to the point that the conventional RDBMS is a come up short for storing Enormous variety,
volume and speed of the data. Hadoop structure is a benefit as it aides in accomplishing the mail objectives of
the business, for example, the storage, computer and analysis, reliability and adaptation to non-critical failure,
last however not the minimum the system transmission capacity. Along these lines utilizing Hadoop we can
conveyed store the information utilizing HDFS and register it as per the client characterized capacities in
MapReduce.
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